Professional Control Corporation (PCC) is an industrial automation, power distribution and electrical controls distributor for Siemens and other world-class technology providers, serving the Wisconsin and Minnesota manufacturing industry for over 40 years. From complex leading edge technologies to simple off-the-shelf control components, PCC packages a high level of local engineering support and value-add with every product sold.
www.idemssafetyusa.com
• Safety Switches & Interlocks
• Rope Safety Systems
• RFID Safety Switches
• Safety Relays
• Belt Alignment Systems
• Trapped Key Interlock Systems
• Multi-Functional Gate Access Box

www.igus.com
• Cable Carriers
• Energy Chains
• Continuous Flex Cables
• Drive Cables
• Pre-harnessed Cable Carriers
• Energy Supply Systems for Robots
• Joint Kits for Robots

www.jltmobile.com
• Ruggedized Fix Mount Fully Enclosed Computers
• Ruggedized Tablets

www.knorrtec.de
• Simatic Micro-Drive Cables
• Sinamics G111D, G110D, G120D Cables
• Simatic ET200pro Cables
• Simulators for S7-1500 PLCs

www.lapp.com
• Power, Control & Data Communication Cable

www.larco.com
• Safety Mats
• Safety Edge Guards

www.led2work.com
• Industrial 24VDC LED Lighting
• Machine Mount LEDs
• Flexible Arm & Magnifying LEDs
• RGB selectable LEDs for Condition Indication

www.leuzeusa.com
• Safety Laser Scanners
• Safety Light Curtains (MFG in USA)
• Safety Switches & Relays
• Optical Distance Measuring
• Photoelectric & Laser Sensors
• Contrast / Color / Luminescence Sensors
• 1D & 2D Barcode Readers
• Positioning Systems
• Optical Data Transmission

www.linmot.com
• Linear Motors
• Linear Rotary Motors
• Guided Actuators
• MagSprings

www.ls-electric.com
• Molded Case Circuit Breakers
• Miniature Circuit Breakers
• Electronic Motor Protection Relays
• Contactors & Overloads
• Manual Motor Starters
• Vacuum Circuit Breakers
• Variable Frequency Drives (1HP to 800HP)

www.meltric.com
• Switch Rated Industrial Plugs & Receptacles
• Hazardous Location Plugs & Receptacles
• Multi-pin Plugs & Receptacles

www.mersen.com
• North American & International Fuses
• Midget/Miniature Fuses
• Semiconductor & Medium Voltage Fuses
• Fuse Blocks & Holders
• Power Distribution Blocks
• Low Voltage Disconnect Switches
• Surge Protection
• High Power Switches

www.micronpower.com
• Control Transformers
• Buck-Boost Transformers
• General Purpose Transformers
• DC Power Supplies

www.microsonic.de
• Ultrasonic Distance Sensors
• Ultrasonic Web Edge Sensors
• Double Sheet Control
• Label & Splice Sensors

www.molex.com
• Brad Harrison Cordsets
• SST & Applicom PC Communication Cards
• Rockwell Backplane Modules for Profibus, Modbus & ASI
• Network Cabling
• Power Distribution Cabling

www.onrobot.com/us
• Collaborative Robot Grippers

www.pccweb.com/robotics
• Machine Tending
• Secondary Operations
• Assembly
• Inspection
• Finishing
• Material Handling

www.pfannenbergusa.com
• Filter fans
• Cooling Units
• Heat Exchangers
• Chillers
• Water to Water Heat Exchangers
• Horns, Sirens & Sounders

www.postglover.com
• Dynamic Braking Resistors
• Neutral Grounding Resistors

www.prelectronics.com
• Temperature Transmitters & Sensors
• Intrinsically Safe Barriers
• Panel Meters
• Isolation Converters/Repeaters
• Analog Transmitters
• Signal Conditioners

www.pr-electronics.com
• Gateways
• Industrial Wireless
• Remote Access
• Data Logging

www.qlight.com
• Tower/Stack Lights
• Warning Lights
• Electric Horns & Sounders
• LED Work Lights
• Enclosure Lights
• Explosion Proof Signaling
• Weatherproof Signaling
PCC is the premiere and longest standing Siemens automation channel partner in Wisconsin. Our roots with Siemens date back to 1981 when PCC became a Texas Instruments distributor. Since that time we have continued to be a high-level, primary technical resource for Siemens users though pre and post-sale consulting, training and technical support. During our decades long partnership with Siemens, we have consistently been recognized as a top channel partner earning many awards at the national level.

A Comprehensive Product Portfolio for TIA

Siemens Product Portfolio

Factory Automation
- Controllers
- PC-Based Automation
- Distributed I/O
- HMI Panels
- SCADA Systems
- Industrial identification

Industrial Controls
- Relays
- IEC Controls
- Safety Controls
- Limit Switches
- NEMA Control
- Pilot Devices
- I/O Link Communications
- Control Circuit Protection
- Solid-state Switching and Contactors
- Interface Converters, Coupling Relays

Power Distribution
- Circuit breakers & disconnects
- Motor Control Centers
- Panelboards/Switchboards
- Transformers
- Busway

Industrial Communications
- Industrial Ethernet Switches
- Industrial Security Appliances
- Wireless Communication
- Remote Communication
- Network Management Software

Drives, Motors and Motion Control
- Variable Speed Drives
- High Performance Drives and Motors
- Motion Controllers

Industrial Power Security
- DC power supplies
- DC UPS Systems
- DC/DC converters
- Control Circuit Diagnostics & Circuit Protection
Power Distribution

CONTROL POWER TRANSFORMERS – Micron, Rex Power Magnetics, Siemens
DISCONNECT SWITCHES – Meltric, Mensa, Siemens, Socomec
DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT – Siemens
DRY TRANSFORMERS – Micron, Rex Power Magnetics, Siemens
ELECTRICAL SAFETY DEVICES – Grace
ENERGY MONITORING/MANAGEMENT – Carlo Gavazzi, Siemens, Socomec, Weidmuller
FUSES & HOLDBLADERS – Mensa, Siemens, Socomec
LOAD CENTERS – Siemens
MOLDED CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERS – LS Electric, Siemens
MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS – Siemens
PANEL BOARDS – Carlo Gavazzi, Pizzato, Siemens
POWER CABLING – Molex, Weidmuller
STANDBY GENERATORS – Siemens
SURGE PROTECTION – Mensa, Weidmuller
SWITCH BOARDS – Siemens
SWITCHGEAR – TEMPERATURE MONITORING – Grace
TRANSFER SWITCHES – Socomec
VOLTAGE INDICATORS – Grace
WIRELESS POWER – TR Electronic, Weidmuller

Controls

CIRCUIT BREAKERS – Carlo Gavazzi, LS Electric, Siemens, Weidmuller
CONTACTORS – Carlo Gavazzi, LS Electric, Siemens, Weidmuller
COUNTERS – Carlo Gavazzi, Siemens, TELE Controls
CRANE & HOIST CONTROL – Springer
HORNS/SIRENS/SOUNDMERS – Pfannenberg, Qlight
INTERFACE RELAYS – Carlo Gavazzi, Siemens, TELE Controls, Weidmuller
JOYSTICKS – Pizzato, Siemens
MOTOR STARTER PROTECTORS – Carlo Gavazzi, LS Electric, Siemens
PANEL METERS – Carlo Gavazzi, Weidmuller
PILOT CONTROLLERS – Carlo Gavazzi, Siemens
PILOT DEVICES/INDICATORS – Carlo Gavazzi, Pizzato, Siemens
PLUGS/RECEPTACLES – Binder, Meltric, Molex
POWER SUPPLIES – Carlo Gavazzi, Micron, Siemens, Weidmuller
PRESS MONITORING – TR Electronic
PROGRAMMABLE RELAYS – Siemens
PUSH BUTTONS – Carlo Gavazzi, Pizzato, Siemens
RELEYS – Carlo Gavazzi, Siemens, TELE Controls
SOLID STATE RELAYS – Carlo Gavazzi, Siemens, TELE Controls, Weidmuller
STACK LIGHTS – Leuze, Pfannenberg, Qlight, Siemens
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS – Carlo Gavazzi, Springer
TIMERS – Carlo Gavazzi, Siemens, TELE Controls
UPS (UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLIES) – Siemens, Socomec, Weidmuller
WARNING LIGHTS – Pfannenberg, Qlight

Safety

EDGE GUARDS – Larson
E-STOP SWITCHES – Carlo Gavazzi, Idem, Pizzato, Siemens
GATE SWITCHES – Idem, Pizzato
INSULATED TOOLS – Cementex
LASER SCANNERS – Leuze
LIGHT CURTIANS – Carlo Gavazzi, Idem, Leuze
LOCKING SYSTEMS – Idem, Pizzato
MACHINE GUARDING – Carlo Gavazzi, Idem, Leuze, Pizzato, Siemens, Velox
MACHINE GUARDING – Leuze
ROPE PULL SWITCHES – Idem, Pizzato, Siemens
SAFETY CONTROLLERS – Di-soric, Leuze, Pizzato, Siemens
SAFETY DOOR HANDLES – Idem, Pizzato
SAFETY DOOR SWITCHES – Siemens, Pizzato, Siemens
SAFETY MASTS – Weidmuller
SAFETY RELAYS – Carlo Gavazzi, Di-soric, Idem, Leuze, Pizzato, Siemens, Weidmuller
SAFETY SIGNALS – Electronic Displays Inc
SAFETY SWITCHES – Idem, Pizzato, Siemens
TRAPPED KEY SYSTEMS – Idem

Sensors & Sensor Technology

ACTUATOR-SENSOR INTERFACE (AS-I) – Binder, Leuze, Siemens, Weidmuller
BARCODE SYSTEMS – Di-soric, Leuze, Real Time Automation, Siemens, TR Electronic
BELT ALIGNMENT SWITCHES – Idem
CORDSETS – Binder, Carlo Gavazzi, Leuze, Molex, Remke, Siemens, TR Electronic
DISTANCE MEASURING – Leuze, Microsonic, TR Electronic
ENCODERS – AMCI, Siemens, TR Electronic
ENVIRONMENTAL SENSORS – Carlo Gavazzi, Siemens
FLOW METERS – Siemens
GRIPPER SENSORS – Di-soric
INTRINSICALLY SAFE BARRIERS – PR Electronics
I/O LINK – Carlo Gavazzi, Di-soric, Leuze, Microsonic, Siemens, TR Electronic, Weidmüller
LEVEL SENORS – Carlo Gavazzi, Di-soric, Siemens, TELE Controls
LIFT CONTROL STATIONS – Pizzato
LIMIT SWITCHES – Pizzato, Siemens
LINEAR TRANSDUCERS – TR Electronic
MACHINE VISION – Di-soric, Leuze
MOUNTING – Swivelink
OPTICAL SENSORS – Di-Soric, Leuze
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS – Siemens
PROXIMITY SWITCHES – Carlo Gavazzi, Leuze, TR Electronic
TEMPERATURE SENSORS – PR Electronics, TELE Controls

Tools/Test & Measurement

DIAGONOSTIC TOOLS – Molex, Softing
MANUAL TOOLS (CUTTING/STRIPPING/CRIMPING) – Weidmuller
MARKING SYSTEMS, AUTOMATIC TOOLS (CUTTING/STRIPPING/CRIMPING) – Weidmuller
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT – Grace

Industrial Networking

ACTUATOR-SENSOR INTERFACE (AS-I) – Binder, Leuze, Siemens, Weidmuller
CAN NETWORK COMPONENTS – Helmholz, Siemens, TR Electronic, Weidmuller, Weintek
DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS – Molex, Siemens, Softing
ETHERNET CABLES & CONNECTORS – Binder, Helmholz, LAP, Molex, Remke, Siemens, TR Electronic, Weidmuller
ETHERNET FIREWALL/VPN/ROUTER – Antaira, Helmholz, Siemens, Toobox, Weidmuller
ETHERNET IP COMPONENTS – Leuze, Prasoft, Real Time Automation, Siemens, Weidmuller
ETHERNET SWITCHES – Antaira, Helmholz, Molex, Siemens, Weidmuller
GATEWAYS – Helmholz, Prasoft, Real Time Automation, Softing, Weidmuller, Weintek
I/O LINK – Carlo Gavazzi, Di-Soric, LED2Work, Leuze, Microsonic, Siemens, TR Electronic, Weidmüller
MEDIA CONVERTERS & FIBER OPTICS – Antaira, Helmholz, Siemens, Weidmuller
NETWORK CABLE TESTERS – Softing
NETWORK CABLES – Binder, LAP, Molex, Siemens, TR Electronic, Weidmuller
NETWORK INTERFACE CARDS – Molex, Siemens, Softing
PROFIBUS COMPONENTS – Binder, Helmholz, Molex, Prasoft, Real Time Automation, Siemens, Softing, TR Electronic, Weidmüller, Yaskawa
REMOTE MAINTENANCE/DATA COLLECTION – Helmholz, Prasoft, Siemens, Toobox, Weidmüller, Weintek
WIRELESS – Antaira, Prasoft, Siemens, Weidmuller

Lighting

LED WORK LIGHTS – Binder, Di-Soric, LED2WORK, Qlight, TR Electronic
MACHINE VISION LIGHTING – Di-Soric
RGB STATUS LIGHTS – LED2WORK, Pfannenberg, Qlight, TR Electronic
STACK LIGHTS – Leuze, Pfannenberg, Qlight, Siemens, Springer
WARNING LIGHTING – Leuze, Pfannenberg, Qlight, Siemens, Springer

Robotics

COBOTS – DOOSAN, PPC Robots
GRIPPERS – On Robot, PPC Robots
MOUNTING – 00/20, Swivelink
VISION – Apera AI